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OF  A FINITE  GROUP
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the derivation of certain

upper and lower bounds for the multiplicator of a finite group.

The lower bounds enable us to give a sufficient condition for a finite

group to have nontrivial multiplicator.

1. Introduction. In this note, some inequalities for the multiplicator,

M(G), of a finite group G are given. The main results can also be obtained

by applying the spectral sequence due to R. C. Lyndon [5]. However, I

feel it is worth while proving them directly using a result due to I. Schur

[7] embodied in 1.1 below.

The definition of the multiplicator of a finite group may be found in

[3, Kap V, §23], as may the basic facts about multiplicators.

Notation. The notation used is as follows: the exponent of a finite group

X is denoted by e(X); if x and y are two elements of some group then

x^y^xy is denoted by [x,y] andy~xxy is denoted by xy; if X and Y are

two subgroups of a group G then [X, Y] is the subgroup of G generated

by all [x,y] with x in X and y in Y ; finally, the lower central series of a

group G is denoted by  G=y1(G)^.y2(G)=Gl'^y^G)^.- • ■ ,  where for

All other notation, where not explained, will be standard.

1.1. Let G be a finite group and G=F/R a presentation for G as a factor-

group of the free group F. Then

M(G)^(F' rMl)l[F,R].

2. Some lemmas. The results of this section are two lemmas. The

proof of the first lemma is much the same as that of Lemma 2.1 of [4]

and so will be omitted. The lemmas are used to give the results of §§3 and

4. In applying Lemma 2.1 and its corollary, the reader should recall that,

for two finite groups A and B,

A®Bç^ {AIA')®(B/B').
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Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group and B a normal subgroup. Set

A = G\B. Let G=F/R be a presentation for G as a factor-group of the free

group F and suppose B=S¡R so that A^F/S. Then [F, S]/[F, R][F, S, F]S'

is isomorphic with a factor-group of A®B.

Corollary 2.2 (see [4]). Further to the notation and assumptions of

Lemma 2.1, let B be a central subgroup of G. Then [F, S]/[F, R]S' is an

epimorphic image of A®B.

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a finite group with a normal subgroup K and set

H=G¡K. Then there exists a finite group L with a normal subgroup M

such that

(i) G'nK^L/M,

(ii) M^M(G),
(iii) M(H) is an epimorphic image of L.

Proof. Let G=FjR be a presentation for G as a factor-group of the

free group Fand suppose K=TjR so that H^F/T. Then

G' nK = (F'R O T)IR = (F' n T)R/R

qç (F' n T)I(F' n X)S£ ((/" n T)RF, R])I«F' n R)I[F, R])

so that (i) and (ii) follow using 1.1.

Next,

M(H)ç* (F' n T)I[F, T]^ ((f n T)¡[F, R])¡([F, T]¡[F, R])

so that (iii) holds.

Note that the kernel of the epimorphism described in Lemma 2.3(iii)

is [F, T]/[F, R]. We shall use this fact in §4.

3. Lower bounds.    The main result of this section is:

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite group and K any normal subgroup. Set

H=G¡K. Then

(i) \M(H)\ divides \M(G)\ \G'C\K\,
(ii) e(M(H)) divides e(M(G))e(G'nK),

(iii) d(M(H))^d(M(G))+d(G'nK).

Proof.   In the notation of Lemma 2.3 we have |L| = |Af(G)| \G'nK\,

e(L) divides e(M(G))e(G'nK) and d(L)<:d(M(G))+d(G' nK).
The results now follow by Lemma 2.3(iii).

Corollary 3.2.    Let G be a finite d-generator group of order pn. Then

pUd-vn ^ \M(G)\ \G'\ ^/>»<*-*>/*.

Proof. Suppose we take K=Q>(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, in

part (i) of Theorem 3.1. Then H is elementary abelian of order pd so that
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\M(H)\=pdid~1U2 (see, for example, [3]) and the left-hand inequality

holds.

The right-hand inequality may be found in [4].

Corollary 3.2 gives some measure of the spread of \M(G)\ \G'\. In

particular, it shows that the smaller the multiplicator of G the larger the

derived group of G, and conversely.

Suppose now that G is a 3-generator /?-group with trivial multiplicator.

Then Corollary 3.2 shows that the order of G' is at least as large as p3

so that \G\zip6. This means that 3-generator /?-groups of orders no more

than pb have nontrivial multiplicators. This fact can, of course, be ob-

tained from tables of groups of orders dividing/?5.

It is often useful to know when a group has nontrivial multiplicator.

Theorem 3.1 gives some sufficient conditions for a group to have non-

trivial multiplicator and perhaps the most interesting is:

Corollary 3.3. Let G be a 3-generator finite p-group with d(G') no

more than 2. Then M(G) is nontrivial.

Proof. If we take K=Q>(G) in Theorem 3.1(iii) then H is elementary

abelian of order/?3 so that

d(M(H)) = 3 < d(M(G)) + d(G') ^ d(M(G)) + 2.

The results now follows.

It is well known (see for example [3, p. 642]) that /^-groups needing

at least four generators have nontrivial multiplicators so that Corollary

3.3 extends the list of/^-groups with nontrivial multiplicators.

Again, it follows immediately from Corollary 3.3 that 3-generator

/7-groups of order no more than ph have nontrivial multiplicators.

Corollary 3.4. Let G be a t-generator finite p-group. Then in any

presentation for G with t generators and p relations, we must have

p ^ \t{t + 1) - d(G').

Proof. If a finite group X can be presented with n generators and m

relations, then it is well known (see [3, p. 642]) that d(M(X))^m—n.

Suppose then that p<\t(t+\) — d(G') for some finite i-generator p-

group G. Then

d(M(G)) <;p-t < \t(t + 1) - d(G') - t

- ¥(t - 1) - d(G').

On the other hand, Theorem 3.1(iii), with K=<&(G), shows that

d(M(G)) ^ \t(t - 1) - d(G')

so that we have a contradiction.
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4. Upper bounds. In this section, some upper bounds are given in

terms of normal subgroups and factor-groups.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite group and B a central subgroup. Set

A = GjB. Then

(i) \M(G)\ \G'nB\ divides \M{A)\ \M{B)\ \A®B\,
(ii) d(M(G))<:d(M(A))+d(M(B)) + d(A®B),

(iii) e(M(G)) divides e(M(A))e(M(B))e(A®B).

Before proving Theorem 4.1, we make the following:

Definition 4.2. Let X be a finite group. We say that X has (special)

rank r(X) if every subgroup of X may be generated by r(X) elements and

there is at least one subgroup that cannot be generated by fewer than r(X)

elements.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let G=F/R be a presentation for G as a

factor-group of the free group F and let B=S/R so that A^F/S. Then

[F,S]<LR.
(i) By Lemma 2.3,

\M(G)\ \G' nB\ = \L\ = \M(A)\ \[F, S]/[F, R]\.

Now, {[F, S]/[F, R])I([F, R]S'/[F, R]) is isomorphic with [F, S]/[F, R]S'.
Hence,

\M{G)\ \G' nB\ = \M{A)\ \[F, R]S'/[F, R]\ \[F, S]/[F, R]S'\.
But

[F,R]S'I[F,R]^S'I(S' n [F,R])

3, (S'llS, R])K(S' n [F, R])I[S, R})

and, since S'^[F, S]^R,

S'/[S, R] = (S' n R)/[S, R] s M(B).

Hence (i) follows by Corollary 2.2.

(ii) By Lemma 2.3 again

d(M(G)) ^ r(L) ^ r(M(A)) + r([F, S}¡[F, R])

= d(M(A)) + d([F,S]¡[F,R]),

since M{A) and [F,S]/[F,R] are finite abelian groups (for [F, S]'5i

R'^[F, R]). The result now follows as for (i).

(iii) This again follows as for (i).

Note that if B is cyclic, Theorem 4.1(i) generalises a result of J. A.

Green [2] obtained by using the Lyndon spectral sequence.

Corollary 4.3. Let G be a finite t-generator group of order pn. Then

there exists an integer h=h(G) with t— 1 ̂ h^n— 1 such that

d(M(G)) <ht- \t(t - 1).
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Proof. If G is cyclic, we obtain the result by choosing /z=0. Suppose

then that G is noncyclic and choose Br in Z{G) to be cyclic of order

e(Z(G)). Then by Theorem 4.1(h),

d(M(G)) <: diMiG/BJ) + ddGlBJ ® B,) = ¿(MÍG/^)) + d(G¡B1).

For y'^2, if G\Bj_i is noncyclic, choose BjB^i in Z(G¡Bj^í) to be

cyclic of order e{Z{G\Bi_^)).

Suppose GjBk is noncyclic for all k. By finiteness, there exists an integer

/ such that Bt = G. Hence, G/Bl_1=BJBl_1 and we have a contradiction.

Hence if h is the minimum number of steps required to obtain cyclicity

we have

d(M(G)) ̂ 2 d(GlBi)-

Since e{Z{G\B¡))~^p for ally^O (where B0=l), it is clear that h^n-l.

Also, t<h+l so that
h-t+l

d(M(G)) ̂ \t(t - 1) + 2 d{GlB,) ̂ ir(i - 1) + (h - í + l)f.

If G is the direct product of t finite cyclic /^-groups then it is clear that

h = t— 1 so that the bound of Corollary 4.3 is attained by all finite abelian

/^-groups.

Corollary 4.3 generalises a result implicit in [6], but the two results

coincide when G is an elementary abelian /?-group.

Let G = F/R be a presentation for the finite /?-group G as a factor-

group of the free group F. Let rj+l=yj+1(F) for ally. Since G'=F'R/R

we have, by 1.1, that

M(G/G')^ (F' O F'R)I[F, F'R] = F'/[F, F'R].

With this notation we have:

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a finite p-group of nilpotency class c and let g,

denote the quotient group Gjyj(G)for 2^j^c. Then

(i) \G'\ \M(G)\ ^ |M(G/G')| fl \Qi+i ® ri+i(G)l,

(ii) d(M(G)) ̂  d(M(GIG')) + 2 d(Qi+1 ® yi+1(G)),

(iii) e(M(G)) ̂ e(M(GlG')) fl e(Qi+1 ® YM(G)l
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Proof,    (i) In the above notation,

|G'| |M(G)| = \F'I[F, R]\ = |M(G/G')| \[F, F'R]/[F, R]\

= |M(G/G')| \[F, ri+2R]l[F, R]\ f\ \[F, Tk+1R]I[F, Tk+2R]\
)t=i

forally^l.Now, l=yc+1(G) = Tc+1Ä/Ä so that rc+1<Äand [F, VC+1R] =

[F, R]. Next, yj(G) = rjR/R for ally^2. Thus

[F, KKTjRYlF, T.R, F] = [F, R]Fj+2 = [F, Ti+1R]

and (i) follows by Lemma 2.1.

(ii) We have,

r(F'l[F, R]) ^ r(M(GIG')) + r([F, r2R]/[F, R})
so that

d(M(G)) ̂  d(M{G¡G')) + 2 r([F, Fi+1K]/[F, Tj+2R]),

and (ii) again follows by Lemma 2.1.

(iii) This follows as for (i) and (ii).

Note that part (i) of Theorem 4.4 gives a different result to that of [1],

as can be seen by considering the groups G(<x, ß, y), y^a>/3, defined by

G(a, ß, y) = (a, b, c, d, e,f) with defining relations:

a»Y = b"a = c*ß = d** = e^ =f»ß = 1 ;

0a = a, a" = a, a' = a, de = d, d' = d, e1 = e;

a* = ad,db = d,eb = e,f» =/;

ac = ae, bc = bfi dc = d, ec = e,fc = f

Part (i) of Theorem 4.4 gives \M(G)\^p2{a+2ß)+3ß and [1] gives

\M(G)\ ^ p^+W,
where G=G(a, ß, y).

Corollary 4.5. If G is a finite p-group of special rank r and nilpotency

class c then

d(M(G)) ^ M(2c - l)r - 1).

Proof.    If d(G)=t then it follows from Theorem 4.4(ii) that

c-l

d(M(G)) <: it(t - 1) + t 2 d(yi+i(G)).

The result now follows.

Note that the bound of Corollary 4.5 is attained by all abelian /7-groups.

As a final application of Theorem 4.4 we have:
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Corollary 4.6. Further to the notation and assumptions of Theorem

4.4 let e¡ = mm{e{Q¡+1), e(yj+1(G))} for l^y<c-l. Then e(M(G))<|

e(G/G') YYi=l ei'> in particular, if G has exponent pe then e(M(G))^pec.

Proof. If A is a finite abelian /»-group then it is easy to see that

e(M(A)) is no more than e(A). Also, from the properties of tensor products

(see [3]), it follows that e{Qj+1®y¡+i(G))^e¡. The result follows.

I would like to thank the Science Research Council for its financial

assistance and the referee for his useful comments.
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